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R
ights Come to Mind: Brain Injury, 
Ethics, and the Struggle for 
 Consciousness is a fascinating dis-
cussion of the serious issues 

 confronting people with impaired con-
sciousness. A doctor and professor of 
medical ethics, Joseph Fins analyzes the 
advisability of palliative care from medi-
cal, familial, and societal perspectives, 
and advocates full disclosure to bereaved 
families making life-altering decisions. 
His focus on the family’s perspective is 
illuminating, as he presents issues law-
yers often overlook—the complex prob-
lems and decisions patients’ families 
struggle with. He writes that “the 
bereavement of brain injury families can 
last forever.”

Fins distinguishes diagnosis from 
predicting how a patient’s condition will 
progress, which remains an enigma. He 
cautions against relying on new imaging 
studies rather than the classic clinical 
and behavioral assessments that make 
up the current standard of care. It is 
important to diff erentiate various levels 
of consciousness and to contrast signals 
of impending death with those that indi-
cate the beginning of recovery. 

Throughout the book, Fins tells the 
story of one of his patients. He com-
pares the patient to two well-known 
fi gures who suff ered brain injuries and 
became the focus of legal fi ghts—Karen 
Quinlan and Terri Schiavo—to evaluate 
the extent of brain damage and to reach 
important quality-of-life decisions. 
Often, legal intervention is required to 
prevent a patient’s early release, such 

as from a rehabilitation facility, due to 
insurance reimbursement issues. 

The author also explores questions 
about the adequacy of care plans for “a 
patient destined to survive, but deprived 
of an opportunity for rehabilitation.” So 
much eff ort is put into saving a life, while 
so little is devoted to rehabilitation. 
“Brains recover by biological standards, 
not reimbursement criteria,” Fins writes, 
and failure to demonstrate adequate 
progress often leads to discharge from 
rehabilitation and transfer to a nursing 
home, where there is neither rehabilita-
tion nor diagnostic oversight.

The book also considers how reim-
bursement issues can aff ect families in 
unexpected ways. Medicaid, the payer of 
last resort, will reimburse what is “rea-
sonable and necessary” if a patient makes 
what it deems “progress.” This is prob-
lematic for someone in a minimally con-
scious state, because recovery from a 
brain injury is variable and slow. Families 
feel betrayed by rules they perceive as 
arbitrary and irrational. With family 
resources at risk, a common option is for 
the spouse of a brain-injured patient to 
obtain a “Medicaid divorce”—preserving 
assets without depleting family savings.

Fins examines the diff erence between 
consciousness and the ability to commu-
nicate through what he calls neuronal 
segregation—because of their minimally 
conscious state, patients are separated 
from mainstream medical care, their 
families, access to proper rehabilitation, 
and emerging drugs or other interven-
tions that might advance their recovery 
or quality of life. He  perceives this as a 
civil rights violation that marginalizes 
and isolates patients. 

Fins is a zealous advocate for the 
rights of those suff ering impaired con-
sciousness, and he sees an institutional 
injustice that demands change. For 
attorneys representing people with a 
brain injury and their families, this is 
an essential guide to medical and ethi-
cal dilemmas.

Shana De Caro is a partner at De Caro & 
Kaplen in Pleasantville, N.Y. She can be 
reached at shana@brainlaw.com. 
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